Design of Normal Force Control System for a Pin-on-Disk Tribometer including Active and Passive Suppression of Vertical Vibrations

This paper presents the design of a computer-controlled pin-on-disk tribometer for friction characterization of various friction sliding pairs. The tribometer setup comprises two high-bandwidth servomotors for the control of the rotating disk and the normal load-related spindle drive, as well as a high-precision tri-axial piezoelectric force sensor for normal and tangential forces measurement. Since the spindle drive system is characterized by notable compliance effects, the normal force cascade control system is designed with the aim of vertical vibrations active damping. In order to compensate for the unevenness of the rotating disk surface and associated high-level perturbations in the specimen normal force, the normal force control system is extended with a feedforward compensator of the disk unevenness disturbance, and a dedicated leaf spring suspension system is designed. The effectiveness of the proposed system of vertical vibrations damping is verified experimentally.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In tribological research, pin-on-disk tribometers can be conveniently used for characterization of friction of different sliding pairs such as dry clutch facings [1, 2] and other types of mechanical power transmission elements [3]. The results of friction characterization may then be used to enhance the performance of various transmission systems, either by improving material design or by means of more effective controls. However, the tribometer designs in [1-3], intended for stationary (steady-state) friction and material wear testing, cannot be used to characterize dynamic friction effects, such as those due to varying sliding speed and/or normal force, and the relative position (presliding) dependence (see e.g. [4]). In order to provide the capability for testing of these dynamic friction effects, the pin-on-disk tribometer should be servo-controlled, and the variables relevant to dynamic friction effects should be measured by high-precision/high-bandwidth sensors.

This paper presents the fully computer-controlled pin-on-disk tribometer, equipped with high-bandwidth servomotors for the rotating disk and the normal loading spindle drive, high-precision position/speed sensors, and accurate sensors of normal and tangential forces acting upon the friction material specimen. The normal force control system is designed with the aim of compensating for the emphasized normal loading drive compliance and fric-
tion effects, by means of active damping of vertical vibrations and friction compensation. The effect of uneven disk surface profile, which typically causes notable perturbations of the normal force at mid-high slip speeds [5], is dealt with by introducing the feedforward control action based on the pre-recorded disk surface circumferential profile and, ultimately, by designing a dedicated passive suspension system for the friction material specimen carrier. The effectiveness of the proposed pin-on-disk normal force control system and the innovative suspension system is verified experimentally for a wide range of disk slip speeds.

The paper is organized as follows. An overview of the design of pin-on-disk tribometer system, including the passive vibrations suspension system, is given in Section 2. Section 3 presents the tribometer cascade control system structure, including the normal force cascade control system and disk speed control loop. Vertical axis control system active damping tuning procedure based on the damping optimum criterion is also presented in Section 3, along with the active suspension intervention, and the robustness analysis of the normal force linear control system. The results of experimental verification of the proposed tribometer control system for a wide range of operating regimes are included in Section 4. Concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

2 PIN-ON-DISK TRIBOMETER SETUP

2.1 Pin-on-disk system overview

Figure 1 shows the principal schematic of the pin-on-disk tribometer system, where the normal force on the friction material specimen is generated by the vertical axis spindle servodrive, while the relative motion of the friction (sliding) pair is achieved by the speed-controlled disk servodrive. For that purpose, the tribometer comprises two high-bandwidth permanent-magnet synchronous servomotors with current (torque) controllers embedded within their respective power converters \((f_{BW} \approx 80 \text{ Hz})\). The disk driving motor (with 9.8 Nm rated torque and 6000 rpm rated speed) is coupled to the rotating disk via a belt drive with transmission ratio \(i_{bd} = 3\), and characterized by negligible compliance effects. The disk drive is equipped with a high-precision incremental encoder with 2048 sinusoidal pulses per revolution at the motor side (2 million pulses after hardware interpolation) and an additional incremental encoder (5 million pulses effective resolution) for precise disk position/speed measurements.

The tribometer vertical axis servodrive features another synchronous servomotor (with 0.5 Nm rated torque and 6000 rpm rated speed), which is coupled to the friction material specimen carrier through a spindle gear system with a transmission ratio \(i_{v} = 2\pi \text{ rad/mm}\), and a leaf spring suspension system for the suppression of vertical-axis vibrations caused by the uneven profile of the rotating disk surface (see next subsections). The reaction forces of the specimen carrier are measured by a tri-axial piezoelectric load cell coupled with a corresponding charge amplifier. The force measurement setup can be configured for measurement of specimen normal forces of up to 2000 N, and horizontal forces of up to 600 N. The setup also comprises precise thermocouples for the friction material specimen, force sensor and rotating disk temperature measurements. The overall pin-on-disk tribometer system is controlled by a Pentium 4 industrial PC equipped with appropriate signal acquisition and control cards.

2.2 Disk surface profile

Figure 2 shows the rotating disk surface profile (in vertical direction), recorded within the normal force closed-loop control system (Section 3) for the low speed of the rotating disk \((\omega_d = 1.6 \text{ rpm})\), whereby the normal force control system could easily follow the vertical axis displacement changes caused by the disk surface unevenness. The recorded results indicate the rotation-dependent disk surface profile shape, with the magnitude of roughly 40 \(\mu\text{m}\) peak-to-peak. This rotating-disk disturbance can be compensated either by means of control (see Section 3), or by means of a dedicated passive suspension system (see next subsection).
2.3 Leaf spring suspension system

Figure 3 shows the photograph of the leaf spring suspension system for the suppression of specimen carrier vertical-axis vibrations due to the rotating disk surface unevenness illustrated in Fig. 2. The suspension system comprises three evenly distributed leaf springs, which are designed for a rather low axial stiffness of the normal loading drive (thus being able to absorb the vertical position perturbations without significant force ripple), while simultaneously achieving rather high stiffness for the tangential direction. Moreover, friction between the neighboring spring plates acts as a damper of the disk rotation-induced vibrations. Finally, the leaf spring suspension system is located close to the disc surface in order to inhibit the excitation of specimen carrier vibrations about the transversal axis due to specimen vs. disk friction force (tangential force) variations.

The experimentally recorded vertical-axis stress-strain curves, without and with the leaf spring suspension system, are shown in Fig. 4. The results point out that the vertical-axis servodrive with the suspension system (characterized by the series connection of the leaf-spring and the spindle drive compliance) has a notably lower overall stiffness $c = c_{sp} \cdot c_{ls}/(c_{sp} + c_{ls})$ compared to the case when suspension system is not used ($c = c_{sp}$). Since the normal force perturbations are directly proportional to the disk surface profile changes and the vertical-axis drive stiffness ($\Delta F_v = c \Delta x_v$), the vertical-axis servosystem equipped with the suspension system would be able to provide favorable suppression of the disk rotation-induced normal force disturbances (see results in Section 4).

3 PIN-ON-DISK TRIBOMETER CONTROL SYSTEM

This section presents the pin-on-disk tribometer control system which comprises the disk speed control loop, and the normal force cascade control system extended with nonlinear compensators of friction and disk disturbance effects. The procedures for linear control systems tuning based on the symmetrical optimum and damping optimum criteria are presented and compared. A superimposed control strategy which coordinates the normal force and disk speed control systems during specimen lowering onto the disk is also presented.

3.1 Control system structure

Figure 5 shows the block diagram representation of the normal force control system and disk speed control system. The disk speed control loop is based on a PI speed controller, while the normal force core control strategy comprises a cascade control system, where a superimposed proportional force controller (P controller) commands the reference for the inner proportional-integral (PI) speed controller. The latter approach may be in contrast with the traditional cascade control systems where the position controller typically commands the inner speed control loop [6], and the force control loop is superimposed to the position control loop [7]. However, by avoiding the
inner position control loop altogether, and commanding the speed reference directly through the force controller, a faster force control system response can be obtained.

The normal force cascade control system is extended with a relatively fast nonlinear compensator of Coulomb friction in order to speed up the closed-loop response according to the concept proposed in [8] for the position control system. The compensator comprises a relay term acting upon the force control error $e_F$, and having the magnitude equal to the estimated Coulomb friction torque. Its output is fed to the innermost torque control loop, where a lag term is added to the compensator output in order to avoid excessive chattering under the steady-state conditions.

The normal force control system can also be extended with a feedforward compensator of the disk unevenness-related disturbance (an active suspension subsystem; dotted blocks in Fig. 5), which is based on the disk disturbance data from Fig. 2. In order to achieve fast disturbance compensation, the compensating signal should be fed to the fast inner speed control loop. Hence, the vertical position vs. disk disturbance look-up data in Fig. 2 needs to be referred to the vertical speed reference as follows:

$$\omega_{RFF} = \frac{d\alpha_v}{dt} = \frac{\partial\alpha_v}{\partial\alpha_d} \frac{d\alpha_d}{dt} = \frac{\partial\alpha_v}{\partial\omega_d} \omega_d \quad (1)$$

For that purpose, the pre-recorded data in Fig. 2 needs to be interpolated in order to obtain a smooth $\alpha_v(\alpha_d)$ estimate, which is then off-line differentiated in order to obtain the vertical position vs. disk position gradient $\partial\alpha_v/\partial\alpha_d$ look-up table. Thus obtained look-up table is supplied by the actual disk position signal projected ahead in time based on the estimated spatial “lag” due to vertical axis speed control loop lag $T_{e\omega}$, and referred to a single disk rotation (i.e. 0 – 360 degree range). The resulting $\partial\alpha_v/\partial\alpha_d$ look-up table output is then modulated with respect to the actual disk speed $\omega_d$ according to (1).
3.2 Controller tuning

3.2.1 Normal force control system

The vertical-axis PI speed controller parameters are determined according to the damping optimum criterion [9, 10]. This is a pole-placement-like analytical method of design of a linear continuous-time system with a full or reduced-order controller. The method is based on the closed-loop characteristic polynomial given in the form:

\[ A_c(s) = D_n^2 - D_{n-2} \cdot D_n + D_n T^2_s s^n + \ldots + D_2 T^2_s s^2 + T_s s + 1 \]

(2)

where \( T_s \) is the closed-loop system equivalent time constant, and \( D_2, D_3, \ldots, D_n \) are the characteristic ratios. In the optimal case \( D_i = 0.5(i = 2 \ldots n) \), the closed-loop system of any order \( n \) has a quasi-aperiodic step response characterized by an overshoot of approximately 6% and the rise time of approximately 1.8 \( T_s \). By choosing a larger \( T_s \) value, the control system robustness is generally improved and the noise sensitivity is decreased, but, in turn, a slower response and less efficient disturbance rejection are obtained. For the case of reduced-order controller, only the dominant characteristic ratios \( D_2, D_3, \ldots, D_r (r < n) \) are set to the optimal value of 0.5.

For the purpose of equivalent continuous-time domain design, the combined effect of the sampler and zero-order-hold (ZOH) element and the position differentiation-based speed measurement lag (Fig. 5) may be approximated by the equivalent first-order lag term with the equivalent time constant equal to the controller sampling time \( T \) (with \( T = 2 \) ms used herein). This “parasitic” lag term can be lumped with the servomotor torque lag term into an equivalent parasitic first-order lag term:

\[ G_{par}(s) = \frac{1}{T \Sigma s + 1}, \]

(3)

where \( T \Sigma = T_m + T \) is the lag term equivalent time constant.

Based on the control system block diagram in Fig. 5 and assumption (1), the speed control loop transfer function \( G_{cw}(s) = \omega_c(s)/\omega_R(s) \) is found to be given by (4):

\[ G_{cw}(s) = \frac{K_{Rv}}{K_{Rv} + J_v T_{Rv} \Omega_0^2} \frac{J_v T_{Rv} T_\Sigma s}{K_{Rv} + J_v T_{Rv} \Omega_0^2} + \frac{J_v T_{Rv} T_\Sigma s^2}{K_{Rv} + J_v T_{Rv} \Omega_0^2} + \frac{(K_{Rv} + J_v \Omega_0^2 T_\Sigma) T_{Rv} s}{K_{Rv} + J_v T_{Rv} \Omega_0^2} + 1, \]

(4)

where \( \Omega_0 \) is the natural frequency of vertical vibrations:

\[ \Omega_0 = \sqrt{\frac{c}{J_v T_s}}, \]

(5)

and \( J_v \) is the total inertia of the vertical axis drive referred to the electrical machine shaft.

By equating the coefficients of the closed-loop characteristic polynomial in (4) with the coefficients of the third-order damping optimum polynomial (equation (2) with \( n = 3 \), and rearranging, the following equations for the PI speed controller parameters are obtained:

\[ T_{cw} = \frac{T_\Sigma}{D_2 D_3}, \]

(6)

\[ K_{Rv} = J_v \frac{1 - D_2 T_{cw} T_\Sigma \Omega_0^2}{D_2 T_{cw}}, \]

(7)

\[ T_{Rv} = T_{cw} \frac{1 - D_2 D_3 T_{cw} \Omega_0^2}{1 - D_2 T_{cw} \Omega_0^2}. \]

(8)

Note that, unlike the more commonly used symmetrical optimum tuning method [6] (used for the tuning of the disk drive PI speed controller, see next subsection), the proposed tuning method adjusts the PI speed controller parameters with respect to the natural frequency of vertical vibrations. Thus, it provides favorable damping of drive vibrations by means of control regardless of vertical axis compliance. On the other hand, for the case of unconstrained drive (\( c \to 0 \)), the damping optimum-based PI controller tuning (with characteristic ratios \( D_2 \omega_0 \) and \( D_3 \omega_0 \) set to the optimal value 0.5) becomes equivalent to the symmetrical optimum tuning method (cf. equations (14) and (15) and results in Fig. 6).

For the case of optimal choice of closed-loop characteristic ratios, the speed control loop may be approximated by the equivalent first-order lag term [10]:

\[ G_{cw}(s) = \frac{K_{cw}}{T_{cw} s + 1}, \]

(9)

with the equivalent gain \( K_{cw} = K_{cw}/(K_{cw} + T_{cw} J_v \Omega_0^2) \). By taking into account equations (5) and (9), the following normal force control closed-loop transfer function \( G_{cF}(s) = F_c(s)/F_R(s) \) is obtained:

\[ G_{cF}(s) = \frac{1}{c s J_v \Omega_0^2 K_{cw} K_{RF}} s^2 + \frac{1}{c J_v \Omega_0^2 K_{cw} K_{RF}} s + 1. \]

(10)
Finally, by equating the coefficients of the closed-loop characteristic polynomial in (10) with the coefficients of the second-order damping optimum characteristic polynomial, the force controller parameters are calculated as follows:

\[
T_{eF} = \frac{T_{\Sigma}}{D_{2F} D_{\omega D_{3w}}},
\]

\[
K_{RF} = \frac{1}{K_{e\omega T_{eF} i v J v \Omega_0^2}} = \frac{D_{3F} D_{\omega D_{3w}}}{K_{e\omega T_{\Sigma} i v J v \Omega_0^2}}.
\]

In order to facilitate the so-called critically-damped closed-loop system response (the fastest response without an overshoot), the force control loop characteristic ratio is set to \(D_{2F} = 0\).

In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the active damping tuning procedure based on damping optimum criterion, it is compared to the case when the vertical-axis drive speed control loop is tuned according to symmetrical optimum criterion (see equations (14) and (15)). The normalized root-locus plots in Fig. 6 indicate that the normal force control loop with P force controller and PI speed controller tuned for active damping is indeed characterized by well-damped conjugate-complex pole locations, which do not depend on vertical axis stiffness \(c\) (natural frequency \(\Omega_0\)) values. In the case when the PI speed controller is tuned according to symmetrical optimum, favorable well-damped locations of the conjugate-complex pole pair are obtained only in the case of very “soft” vertical axis compliance (low \(\Omega_0\)).

The robustness of the normal force control system to
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also analyzed by means of root-locus method. Figure 7 shows the results of the robustness analysis for the case of damping optimum-based controller tuning in the presence of natural frequency $\Omega_0$ variations with respect to its nominal (actual) value $\Omega_{0\text{nom}}$. These results point out that the normal force cascade control system tuning with the natural frequency parameter $\Omega_0$ lower than its nominal value ($\Omega_0 < \Omega_{0\text{nom}}$) results in shifting of the dominant real closed-loop pole towards the $s$-plane origin (i.e. slower closed-loop response), while at the same time the less-dominant conjugate-complex pole pair remains well-damped. If, on the other hand, the cascade control system is tuned with the natural frequency parameter larger than the nominal one ($\Omega_0 > \Omega_{0\text{nom}}$), the closed-loop conjugate-complex pole pair is shifted towards poorly-damped (or even unstable) locations.

### 3.4 Specimen touchdown strategy and coordination with disk speed control system

In order to facilitate a relatively fast specimen lowering onto the disk (touchdown) and coordinate the operation of vertical axis and disk servodrives, the normal force and disk speed control systems in Fig. 5 are extended with a superimposed control strategy. The strategy comprises the specimen touchdown detection logic and a related vertical drive stopping intervention aimed at preventing the vertical force excess after the specimen touchdown.

The simplified block diagram representation of the superimposed control strategy is shown in Fig. 8. The friction material specimen lowering is initiated by the START flag (pulse) which resets the flip-flops. Thus, the vertical servodrive is switched into the speed control mode (i.e. the specimen normal force feedback is disconnected), and a zero speed reference ($\omega_{Rd} = 0$) is commanded to the disk servodrive in order to keep it at standstill. The friction material specimen is then quickly lowered onto the disk from the initial position by commanding a relatively large speed reference value $\omega_{Rd}$ to the vertical axis servodrive, thus facilitating a relatively fast establishing of specimen vs. disk contact (touchdown). The touchdown is detected by means of a simple threshold logic (lower portion of Fig. 8), which switches the control to the normal force controller after the delay interval of $2T_{\text{ref}}$ (corresponding to vertical speed control loop response time). During the aforementioned delay interval the vertical speed reference $\omega_{Rd}$ is briefly reversed (i.e. $\omega_{Rd} = -\omega_{Rd}$) in order to reduce the vertical position excess after touchdown, which might otherwise lead to a notable normal force overshoot after the high-speed specimen-disk collision (impact). Finally, after the normal force settles close to the desired force value (reference $F_R$), the disk speed reference $\omega_{Rd}$ is applied (after a short delay to ensure robust detection), thus starting the disk servodrive.

### 4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Results of experimental identification of vertical axis and disk drive inertia parameters are shown in this section. The proposed pin-on-disk tribometer control system has been implemented and experimentally validated for a wide range of operating regimes. The effectiveness of the proposed normal force control system is also illustrated for the case of friction coefficient recording for an automotive dry clutch facing material on the steel surface.

#### 4.1 Drive parameters identification

In order to tune the disk drive and vertical axis drive control strategies, the main drive parameters (i.e. the drive equivalent inertias $J_m$ and $J_v$, the servomotor torque response time constant $T_{\text{fr}}$, and the Coulomb friction torque $M_{Cf}$ in the case vertical axis drive) are estimated by means of the so-called drive starting and stopping experiment (see e.g. [11]). The parameter estimation procedure is based on the drive motion equations for the drive starting ($I$) under constant torque $M_m$ (facilitated by applying stepwise torque reference change to the torque/current control loop) and overall inertia $J$ stopping under zero motor torque due to friction torque $M_f$ ($II$):

$$M_m - M_f = J \frac{d\omega_I}{dt}, \quad (17)$$

$$M_f = -J \frac{d\omega_I}{dt}. \quad (18)$$

The results of disk drive and vertical drive starting and stopping experiments are shown in Fig. 9. The starting
and stopping curves in the upper plots are interpolated by fourth-order polynomials over an arbitrary speed range $[\omega_l, \omega_u]$ (see Fig. 9a), in order to calculate the “noise-free” time-derivatives of the speed curves. The resulting inertia and speed-dependent friction torque estimates, as well as the estimated Coulomb friction torque values for both drives are shown in Fig. 9b.

Figure 10 shows the details of the speed responses of vertical axis drive and disk drive immediately after the torque reference step change, including the linear trend-lines (dash-dot lines). The responses indicate that the equivalent initial speed delays for both drives are around 3 ms. Since the equivalent delay of speed measurement (based on time-differentiation of the measured position) equals half the sampling time ($T/2 = 1$ ms) [12], the torque response delays $T_m$ for both drives are equal to approximately 2 ms.

Figure 9. Comparative results of starting and stopping experiments (a), and estimated drive inertia and friction (b) for disk drive and vertical axis drive.

**4.2 Control system verification**

Figure 11 shows the reference step responses of the vertical axis normal force control system and the disk drive speed control system. The comparative normal force step responses without and with a suspension system for the case of rotating disk at standstill ($\omega_d = 0$) are shown in Fig. 11a. These results clearly show that the proposed control system ensures favorable damping of the normal force response, while achieving the same response speed (75 ms response time), regardless of the vertical axis stiffness $c$. Note, however, that in the case of the compliant suspension (smaller $c$), the speed and torque control efforts become more emphasized. The disk speed control loop responses under zero load conditions ($F_v = 0$), shown in Fig. 11b, indicate that the disk drive speed control system is also characterized by a well-damped response, which is also rather fast (30 ms response time is obtained) because the disk speed control system does not comprise an outer control loop.

Figure 12 shows the comparative responses of the superimposed control strategy (Fig. 8) during relatively high-speed specimen lowering onto the disk ($\omega_{Rv} = 330$ rpm) without and with brief reversal of speed reference after touchdown for the case of leaf spring suspension. In the case of drive stopping under zero speed reference after touchdown detection (speed reference reversal not applied), a notable position excess occurs, which, in turn, results in a notable vertical force overshoot. Note that this force overshoot would be even higher for the case of vertical axis drive without leaf spring suspension (characterized by much higher vertical-axis stiffness $c$). On the other hand, by briefly reversing the vertical-axis speed reference after the touchdown, the drive can be stopped more quickly (resulting in a much smaller position excess), and the force response overshoot due to specimen vs. disk collision (impact) can be effectively avoided. As a result of brief speed reversal, a somewhat faster normal force settling can be achieved, which ultimately leads to faster starting up of the disk servodrive after the force settling is safely detected (see the final portion of disk speed responses in Fig. 12).

The effectiveness of the overall normal force control system (including vertical axis friction compensation and disk unevenness-related disturbance compensation) is ex-
Examined first for the vertical axis drive without the suspension system and under constant disk speed conditions. The results in Fig. 13a, for the disk speed reference $\omega_{Rd} = 33$ rpm, show that the normal force control system without disk disturbance compensation is subject to significant perturbations of normal force. By applying the disturbance compensator, these perturbations are actively suppressed, i.e. the RMS value of normal force perturbations is reduced three-fold. In this case, the rather “stiff” disk speed controller is able to effectively suppress the relatively slow load torque disturbance due to normal force variations, thus keeping the disk speed close to the target value. However, for a ten-fold higher disk speed reference ($\omega_{Rd} = 330$ rpm), the disk disturbance compensator is much less effective due to the bandwidth limitations of the vertical drive speed control loop and the friction compensator, and magnitude of force perturbations approximately reaches $\pm 200$ N for the 200N normal force reference (Fig. 13b). The effect of extreme normal force perturbations also becomes visible in the disk speed responses (around 10 rpm disk speed variations can be now observed), because the disk speed controller cannot fully suppress the related “fast” variations of the normal force-related disturbance torque at disk servomotor side.

Figure 14a shows that the introduction of the leaf-spring suspension system results in a substantial suppression of normal force variations due to disk disturbance at both low and high disk speeds, even without the disk disturbance compensation. Namely, the RMS values of normal force perturbations are reduced up to two orders of magnitude compared to the results in Fig. 13b, thus making the disk disturbance compensator redundant in the case when the suspension system is applied. As expected, the application of leaf spring suspension, and related attenuation of normal force perturbations, also benefits the disk speed control system, which is now characterized by low magnitudes of disk speed variations (less than 1 rpm) even at high disk speeds (Fig. 14b).

4.3 Friction coefficient recording

The effectiveness of the proposed normal loading servosystem with suspension-based suppression of disk disturbances is further illustrated in Fig. 15 for the case of harmonic disk speed shape, which is convenient for the recording of the friction coefficient vs. slip speed curve.
In order to remove the noise from the reconstructed friction coefficient \( \mu = F_t/F_v \) (middle plot in Fig. 15a), the friction coefficient is filtered by a two-sided (forward-backward) fourth-order Butterworth low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 3 Hz. The friction coefficient is then averaged over each period of the harmonic speed shape, thus resulting in a smooth (hysteresis-free) estimate of the friction coefficient vs. slip speed static curve, as shown in Fig. 15b.

5 CONCLUSION

The paper has outlined a fully servo-controlled pin-on-disk tribometer design, equipped with high-bandwidth servomotors, a precise tri-axial load cell for the measurement of normal and tangential forces acting upon the friction material specimen, and a dedicated suspension system. For the purpose of precise control of normal force acting upon the friction material specimen, a cascade force control system has been designed for the vertical-axis spindle drive, comprising an inner proportional-integral (PI) speed controller tuned for active damping of vertical axis vibrations, and the superimposed proportional (P) force controller. The parameters of linear controllers have been determined analytically by using the damping optimum criterion. In order to speed up the normal force response and to suppress the rotating disk unevenness disturbance effect, a nonlinear compensator of spindle drive friction and a disk disturbance compensator was employed.
disturbance feedforward compensator have been included in the overall normal force control strategy. A superimposed control strategy comprising coordination between the normal force control system and the disk speed control system during specimen lowering onto the disk has also been designed.

The effectiveness of the proposed overall control strategy has been verified experimentally. The results have shown that the proposed normal force control strategy without the dedicated suspension system can only be effective against the rotating disk disturbance at relatively low disk speeds, mainly due to a limited bandwidth of the vertical axis speed control loop and the spindle drive friction compensator. The aforementioned normal force control strategy limitations may also result in notable disk speed perturbations at higher disk speeds where the disk speed controller, even though tuned for fast response, cannot fully suppress the related normal force disturbance at motor side. By fitting the normal loading servosystem with the dedicated passive suspension system, the overall control strategy has been able to suppress the disk-induced disturbance effects over a wide speed range. Ultimately, this

has facilitated the effective utilization of the tribometer for the accurate reconstruction of the friction coefficient vs. slip speed static curve (Stribeck curve).

Future work is going to be directed towards detailed characterization of different friction pairs, with the emphasis on different dynamic friction effects, including varying normal force conditions.
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